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Bio

Early in life, Morgan Turner knew that she would follow in her father’s

footsteps and become an attorney. She witnessed firsthand the

commitment he provided to clients and relationships he built and

knew that a career being an advocate was also in her future. As a

practicing attorney, she is now able to help clients throughout

Alabama and the United States evaluate and resolve their legal

problems. Morgan welcomes a challenge, and her ability to relate to

others makes her an essential team member in and out of the

courtroom.

Morgan joined Huie in June 2022 after previously working as an

associate at a boutique litigation firm. Now at Huie, she focuses her

law practice in the areas of product liability, municipal/government

litigation, automotive litigation and general insurance defense.

Morgan’s prior professional experience and law school contributions

will aid in researching solutions, securing the best possible outcome

for her clients and establishing her as a seasoned client advocate.

In her free time, Morgan enjoys running marathons, exploring

Birmingham, and cheering on the Crimson Tide and Birmingham

sports. She is also a 5K race director that raises awareness for

mental health.

Morgan earned her BS in Business from The University of Alabama

and her JD from Cumberland School of Law at Samford University.

Distinctions & Contributions

01 Listed by The Best Lawyers in America: Ones to

Watch since 2024 for Insurance Law
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